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St Barnabas CE VC Primary School is a successful, popular and sustainable oasis in the heart of Bristol.

We are blessed with a wonderful environment: bright and airy classrooms, a library, computer suite and school hall; outside we have extensive playgrounds, gardens, games areas and a forest school.

A happy community

“Pupils comment on their enjoyment & appreciation of learning about each other. The curriculum focus on the city of Bristol and its history has added to the sense of community.” OFSTED, 2017

A foundation of care

“The school’s work to promote pupils’ personal development and welfare is good.” OFSTED, 2017

Our children’s successes have a foundation of care and nurture. As well as great teachers and teaching, we also have skilled and caring teaching assistants and learning mentors who address children’s emotional and physical needs.

We work in partnership with families to help them and their children to prosper. Our daily free breakfast club is a part of this commitment.

An inclusive faith school

“The respect for diversity and difference in all faith communities... enables all children to develop an understanding of the wider world and global issues.” SIAMS inspection 2018

We are a happy, ambitious and inclusive school which celebrates our diverse community, with a positive, faith-based ethos.

We teach children about other beliefs and traditions, promoting respect and sensitivity.

For more information, please come and visit - call 0117 3772391 or email stbarnabasp@bristol-schools.uk
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